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Abstract: Main memory databases management systems are used more often and in a
wide spread of application scenarios. To take signiﬁcant advantage of the main memory read performance, most techniques known from traditional disk-centric database
systems have to be adapted and re-designed. In the ﬁeld of indexing, many mainmemory-optimized index structures have been proposed. Most of these works aim
at primary indexing. Secondary indexes are rarely considered in the context of main
memory databases. Either query performance is sufﬁciently good without secondary
indexing or main memory is a resource too scarce to invest in huge secondary indexes.
A more subtle trade between beneﬁt and costs of secondary indexing has not been
considered so far.
In this paper we present Pack Indexing, a secondary indexing technique for main
memory databases that allows a precise trade-off between the beneﬁt in query execution
time gained with a secondary index and main memory invested for that index. Compared
to traditional indexing, Pack Indexing achieves this by varying the granularity of
indexing. We discuss the Pack Indexing concept in detail and describe how the concept
can be implemented. To demonstrate the usefulness and the effectiveness of our
approach, we present several experiments with different datasets.

1 Introduction
The ﬁeld of database management systems (DBMS) is changing; main memory database
management systems (MMDBMS) become more important. Today, main memory is
as large and cost-efﬁcient as never before. To avoid expensive I/O operations on data,
MMDBMS store entire databases in-memory. The advantage of MMDBS compared to
disk-based DBMS is the signiﬁcantly higher read performance and that the data can be
processed much more efﬁciently. The trend towards MMDBS enables novel application
scenarios such as live business intelligence [Pla09].
To fully exploit the advantage of main memory technology, most of the well-researched
technologies of disk-based DBMS have to be rethought and redesigned for MMDBMS. For
instance, storing tuples row-wise is less suitable for main memory since data compression is
less efﬁcient, sequential main memory accesses are more cache-efﬁcient and the memory’s
bandwidth capabilities are exploited. In consequent, most MMDBMS are based on column-
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wise data storage [CK85, ADHS01]. Other techniques such as access methods, page layouts,
etc. are affected equally. In the area of indexing, a lot of indexing structures were invented
to use the capabilities of main memory more efﬁciently [KCS+ 10, RR00, KSHL12].
Auxiliary indexing, however, is an often neglected topic, since table scans and primary
indexes access are sufﬁcient fast on main memory in the most cases. Nevertheless, indexing
becomes important when queries have to be processed within a time constraint and a
scan would exceed this constraint. Today, data grows rapidly and the need of secondary
indexes will become more likely to keep up with the promises of main memory databases.
Indexes consume main memory, which is in contrast to disk scarce resource. Usually,
relations consist of columns that contain a lot of duplicate values. These duplicates can
be compressed efﬁciently, but the index’ size stays high caused by insufﬁcient duplicate
handling. Consequently, secondary indexes cannot be created as excessively in main
memory as on disk. Indexing in MMDBMS requires careful decisions about which data to
index.
Secondary indexes are created because of insufﬁcient execution times. This implies concrete
objectives about the targeted execution times. Traditional indexing techniques only allow
coarse-grained indexing decisions: either a column is fully indexed or not indexed at all.
Ideally, the database administrator is able to tailor the index for his requirements and aimed
execution times. Especially, with query time constraints the database administrator wants
to spend only as much memory as necessary on indexing to meet the time constraint.
In this paper, we present Pack Indexing for main memory databases management systems.
Pack Indexing is able to (1) align the execution time to a time constraint and (2) limit the
memory consumption for auxiliary indexing signiﬁcantly. Further, Pack Indexing enables
trading query execution time for memory consumption in a ﬁne-grained way. Aligned to
a given time constraint, our novel concept indexes packs of records instead of individual
records to consume as little memory as possible. To meet the time constraint for every
queried value the pack size can be conﬁgured for each value individually. We also discuss
the implementation of the Pack Indexing concept and present a detailed evaluation of the
concepts. Pack Indexing is applicable for row-oriented as well as column-oriented storages.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In the following section we present the concept
of Pack Indexing. Section 3 gives an overview of our implementation. The Performance
Rating component is described in Section 4. In Section 5 the Pack Conﬁgurator is discussed.
How the Pack Index is used during runtime is described in Section 6. An Evaluation of the
Pack Index system is given in Section 7. In Section 8 we discuss the related work and in
Section 9 this paper is concluded.

2 Pack Indexing
A time-constrained system has an inherent characteristic: It does its work within a given
time limit. In a database system the execution time highly depends on the quantity of read
tuples. Reducing the number of read tuples means decreasing the execution time. An index
scan reduces the number of read tuples to the expense of memory; A column scan reads all
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Figure 2: Pack Index with individualized pack sizes.

tuples without memory expenses. Granularity-wise, an index scan is the most ﬁne-granular
access and a column scan the most coarse-grained access.
Pack Indexing allows controlling the granularity of indexing. It provides an access method
that can be conﬁgured for any granularity between a traditional index scan and a column
scan. A more coarse-grained index consumes less memory than a more ﬁne-grained index.
Thus, Pack Indexing provides a mean to the trade between execution time and memory
consumption.
Pack Indexing builds on two ideas: (1) Indexing packs of records instead of individual
records and (2) Conﬁguring the size of the packs for each value in the index individually
depending on the value’s frequency.
Figure 1 shows the ﬁrst idea in contrast to traditional indexing. The example shows a
column of 28 tuples and 9 distinct values. Consider Value 1, which occurs ﬁve times in the
dataset. The traditional index indexes the tuples directly. This requires ﬁve index entries
and allows reading the ﬁve qualifying tuples directly. In contrast, the Pack Index logically
combines the tuples to packs and indexes the packs. Since Value 1 occurs multiple times in
Pack 3 and Pack 5, the Pack Index needs merely three index entries. Reading the qualifying
tuples, though, requires reading three complete packs with a total of 12 tuples. Assuming
the targeted time constraint is at 50% of a complete scan, the Pack Index achieves the goal
with two entries less than the traditional index. Where saving space is more important than
the last pinch of execution time beneﬁts, indexing packs of values allows saving index
space in a controlled and directed way.
Figure 2 illustrates the second idea of Pack Indexing: Individual pack sizes for each value.
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As we have seen, a pack size of four is sufﬁcient to push queries on Value 1 below the
targeted time constraint. For queries on Value 7, occurring only three times in the dataset,
a pack size of 14 is a far better choice. The read costs of 14 tuples meet the assumed
50% time constraint with a single index entry. A pack size of 4 would push queries on
Value 7 below the time constraint at a price of two index entries. Pack sizes individualized
depending on a value’s frequency allow further space savings by tailoring a Pack Index to
the value distribution of a dataset.
The value distribution of a dataset is what primarily determines the concept’s potential
beneﬁt. The beneﬁt of the Pack Index approach is the amount of memory it can save for
a given execution time constraint compared to a traditional index. Depending on the data
distribution, the amount varies from dataset to dataset. Two kinds of distributions are to
consider. The logical value distribution represents the frequencies with which the individual
instances of a value domain occur in the dataset. The physical distribution denotes the
physical clustering of the values on the storage. Logical value distribution and physical
value distribution are orthogonal properties of a dataset and both inﬂuence the beneﬁt of a
Pack Index.
Generally, Pack Indexing aims to exploit disparities in the data distribution. Physically as
well as logically uniformly distributed data has no disparities to exploit and constitutes the
worst case with the lowest expectable beneﬁt. Physical distribution has a stronger inﬂuence
on the beneﬁt than logical data distribution. If a value is uniformly distributed over the
physical representation of a dataset the probability that matching records occur in a pack is
equal for all packs independently from the pack size. In contrast, non-uniformly distributed
values will cluster in a fraction of the packs and reduce the number of required index entries.
The logical data distribution is what pack sizes are tailored to. Hence, logically uniformly
distributed data, i.e., where each value occurs with the same frequency, will result in equal
pack sizes for all values. The actual beneﬁt a non-uniformly distributed value range allows,
depends on the physical distribution and the index data structure the Pack Index builds on.
Summarizing, at best data is logically as well as physically non-uniformly distributed.
Real-world data distribution is generally time-dependent cause by seasons, day-and-night
cycle, and trends in development and style. Shopping for instance: Without doubt, you buy
different things in the morning than in the evening, different things in summer than in winter,
and different things in ﬁve years from now. The today increasingly common append-only
databases reﬂect these variations in data distribution logically as well as physically. Thus,
the best case for Pack Indexing is a likely case.

3 System Overview
The Pack Index system consists of three components: (1) A rating of the database systems
memory read performance, (2) the Pack Conﬁguration, and (3) the Pack Index Access Path.
Figure 3 shows the three components and their basic interaction.
The Performance Rating component provides measures of the read performance of the
database system. While the database system is setup – either initially or after hardware
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reconﬁguration – the Performance Rating component benchmarks the read performance. It
stores the results of this measurement in the database catalog for the Pack Conﬁgurator to
use. We detail the Performance Rating component in Section 4.
The Pack Conﬁgurator determines the individual pack sizes, if the user creates a new Pack
Index. With the index create statement, the user provides the execution time constraint the
index should achieve. Based on data distribution statistics taken from the system catalog,
the conﬁgurator determines an individual pack size for each of distinct values in the column
the index is created on. The determined pack sizes are stored in the Pack Size Table of the
newly created index. We present the Pack Conﬁgurator in detail in Section 5.
The Pack Index Access Path is used during query execution. It consists of the Pack Size
Table, the Pack Index, and the Pack Address Translator. The Pack Index holds the actual
index entries. For a given query, it provides the pack numbers of the packs that contain
matching tuples. The Pack Size Table lists the individual pack size for each value. The Pack
Address Translator uses this information to translate pack numbers into memory addresses
during queries and memory addresses into pack numbers during DML operations. We
elaborate on the Pack Index in Section 6.

4 Performance Rating
Execution time of selection queries mainly depends on (1) how much data has to be
read to ﬁnd and fetch qualifying tuples and (2) how fast data can be read from memory.
The Performance Rating component provides reliable measures for the memory read
performance. During system setup, the component measure the read performance for a
variance of read patterns and stores them in the system catalog. The Pack Conﬁgurator later
uses the measures while determining individual pack sizes.
When using the Pack Index Access Path, the fetch operator has to scan a certain number of
packs of a certain size. Both, number of packs and pack size inﬂuence the read performance.
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Reading a small number of very large packs results in mainly sequentially memory access,
while reading a large number of small packs leads to a predominantly random memory
access.
The Performance Rating component captures this variance in memory read performance. It
conducts a number of measurements while varying the read patter. For each read pattern the
component measures read performance for a speciﬁc pack size and a speciﬁc probability
that a pack has to be scanned. This results in a two-dimensional matrix of measures.
Reading packs of 4 MB with a probability of 25% took 3.798 ms per pack, for instance.
To keep the number of measures in a reasonable range the Performance Rating component
varies read patters logarithmically. This keeps the costs of conducting the measurements
and storing the result low, while sufﬁciently capturing the variance in the system’s read
performance. To get a measure for a read pattern that has not been measured, the Pack
Conﬁgurator interpolate between the two closest patterns measured. Note that the measures
do not have to be stored in memory since they are only used by the Pack Conﬁgurator
during index setup time. Further, the performance rating is system-dependent and is shared
among all indexes in a system.

5 The Pack Conﬁgurator
The Pack Conﬁgurator determines the individual pack sizes during index creation. While
creating a Pack Index the user gives the index an execution time constraint. For each value
in the Pack Index, the conﬁgurator aims to ﬁnd the largest pack size so that selection queries
on that index fulﬁll the constraint. Therefore, the conﬁgurator enumerates difference pack
sizes and estimates the resulting query execution time. The conﬁguration closest to the
constraint is selected.

5.1

Conﬁguration Enumeration

Naı̈vely, the conﬁgurator investigates for each value every possible pack size. This guarantees to consider all possible conﬁgurations at cubic time complexity. Assuming N bytes of
data and M distinct values, the conﬁguration would require O(M · N/l) iterations, where
l is the size of a tuple. For instance, given column store with an integer column of 1 GB
containing 10,000 distinct values and an investigation speed of 10,000 iterations per second,
the enumeration would last about 100 months.
We employ a more sophisticated enumeration strategy. It extends the naı̈ve enumeration in
two ways. First, we group values of the same frequency. The runtime estimation depends not
on the value itself but on its frequency. Consequently, values with the same frequency result
in the same pack size and we need to run the enumeration only once for each frequency.
Second, we use binary search to ﬁnd the largest ﬁtting pack size for a given frequency.
This reduces the number of considered pack sizes signiﬁcantly to O(M · log2 N/l). In the
example, the improved enumeration takes about 30 seconds to ﬁnd the same conﬁguration.
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Algorithm 1 Pack Size Enumeration
1: procedure ENUMERATION (f , tc , n)
2:
b f : value frequency
b tc : time constraint
b n: number of tuples
3:
pl ← 0, ph ← log2 (n)
b exponent of lowest and highest pack size
4:
c ← true
5:
tl ← ESTIMATE(2pl , f , n)
b traditional index scan time
6:
th ← ESTIMATE(2ph , f , n)
b column scan time
7:
while c ∧ pl < ph do
8:
p ← pl + (ph − pl )/2
b exponent of pack size to try
9:
s ← round(2p )
b pack size to try
10:
te ← ESTIMATE(s, f , n)
b estimate execution time (section 5.2)
11:
if tc − te < 0 then
12:
ph ← p
b try smaller pack size
13:
if te − tl < a then
b close to lowest pack size
14:
c ← false
b stop search
15:
s ← 2p l
b use lowest pack size
16:
else if tc − te > a then
17:
pl ← p
b try larger pack size
18:
if th − te < a then
b close to highest pack size
19:
c ← false
b stop search
20:
s ← 2p h
b use highest pack size
21:
else
b close to constraint
22:
c ← false
b stop search
23:
return s
Algorithm 1 shows the enumeration. For a given value frequency, a execution time constraint, and a total number of tuples the algorithm searches the largest pack size (in number
of tuples) within the execution time constraint. Following the principle of binary search, the
enumeration iteratively tests pack size conﬁguration (line 7–22). If the estimated execution
time of tested conﬁguration exceed the given constraint, the algorithm reduces the pack
size (line 11f). If the estimated execution time falls signiﬁcantly below the constraint, it
increases the pack size (line 16f). If the estimated time is in a small range a below the
constraint, the algorithm stops the search (line 21f).
In contrast to normal binary search, the enumeration increase and decrease the pack size
exponentially (line 8f) instead of linearly. This follows the observation that large packs are
exponentially more likely to contain a given value than small partitions, which renders large
packs exponentially more unlikely to allow execution time below a given constraint. Note
that exponent p is not an integer, so that the enumeration still can ﬁnd any pack size. To
avoid a large number of iterations towards the end of search without any reasonable change
in the outcome, the algorithm stops if it gets a-close to either the constraint, the execution
time of the smallest possible pack size, or the execution time of the largest possible pack
size. Thereby, a controls the accuracy of the search.
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5.2

Execution Time Estimation

To evaluate pack size conﬁgurations, the conﬁgurator estimates the execution time of a
selection query given a certain pack size, the frequency of the queried value, and the total
number of tuples. Essentially, query execution with the Pack Index Access Path consists of
reading the Pack Index and fetching the matching tuples.
The index access consists of ﬁnding the matching entries and reading these entries. Most of
the common index structures ﬁnd entries in constant time C. Whereas reading the entries
generally depends on the number of entries to read, speciﬁcally the number of matching
packs. Hence, index access time is
tIX (s, f ) = C + r(size(np (s, f )))
where np (s, f ) is the number of matching packs, size gives the size of the corresponding
index entries in bytes, and r is the performance rating for a single chunk of the given size.
Note that size depends on the speciﬁc index structure chosen for the Pack Index.
The fetch operation has to read all matching packs. Accordingly, the fetch time is
tF (s, f ) = np (s, f ) · r(np (s, f ) · l, f )
where np (s, f ), again, is the number of matching packs, l is the tuple length in bytes, and r
yields the performance rating for packs of the given size and at the given read probability.
To estimate the number of matching packs, we adopt the page fetch rate of row-level
Bernoulli sampling given in [HK04]. In our case, with a total of n tuples, the expected
number of matching packs for a pack size of s tuples and value frequency f is
np (s, f ) =

n
· (1 − (1 − f )s )
s

.

This assumes physically uniformly distributed data. Clustered data would result in a smaller
number of packs that would have to be read effectively.

6 The Pack Index Access Path
The Pack Index Access Path is used to answer queries at system runtime. It consists of the
Pack Size Table, the Pack Index, and the Pack Address Translator.
The Pack Size Table contains the individual pack sizes of the index values. Formally, it
is a function S : D → N, which maps the indexed value domain to a natural number
representing the pack size in number of tuples per pack. It can be implemented as a
separated lookup structure or can be integrated with the Pack Index.
The Pack Index holds the actual index entries. Formally, the Pack Index is a function
I : D → N∗ , which maps the indexed value domain to a list of pack numbers. Additionally,
we assume the Pack Index returns matching pack numbers in ascending order. Most of the
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common indexing data structures such as B-Trees, Hashing, or Bitmap Indexes can be used
to implement the Pack Index.
The Pack Address Translator calculates memory addresses from pack numbers and vice
versa. It realizes two functions: (1) Forward translation turns a pack number i and a pack
size s into a memory address a with a = F(i, s) = s · i · l. (2) Backward translation turns
a memory address a and a pack size s into a pack number i with i = B(a, s) = a/(s · l).
Here, l is the tuple byte length. Query processing uses forward translation, while DML
operations that have to update the Pack Index require backward translation. Addresses are
relative to the beginning of the column.
The Pack Index Access Path answers selection queries with point predicates, range predicates, or predicate disjunctions. Naturally, the data structure used for the Pack Index has
to support these kinds of predicates, too. Given a predicate, the Pack Index Access Path
retrieves matching pack numbers from the Pack Index, translates the pack numbers to
memory addresses and scans the corresponding packs to fetch matching tuples.
Point predicates are the simple case since they query a single value and all pack numbers
returned by the Pack Index belong to the same pack size. Algorithm 2 shows the basic
procedure. The Pack Index Access Path simply iterates the pack numbers returned by the
Pack Index (line 3), forward translates the pack numbers, and scans the corresponding
tuples (line 4). Because the Pack Index returns pack numbers in ascending order, the
procedure scans the memory as sequentially as possible, hopping only where it has to omit
not matching packs.
Algorithm 2 Answering Point Predicates
1: procedure P OINT P REDICATE Q UERY (v)
2:
s ← S(v)
3:
for all i ∈ I(v) do
4:
SCAN(F(i, s), s · l)

b v: queried value
b iterate pack numbers
b scan pack (l: tuple byte length)

Processing range predicates and predicate disjunctions is more complex since matching
packs may differ in their sizes. Regarding their treatment by the Pack Index Access Path,
range predicates and predicate disjunctions can be generalized to set predicates. A value
matches a set predicate if it is contained in a set of values given by the predicate. Naı̈vely,
the Pack Index Access Path would process each value in the set predicate separately and
unite the results of the scans. Main drawback of this approach is that tuples in overlapping
packs would be read multiple times. For instance, consider the situation shown in Figure 2.
If Value 1 and Value 7 are queried in the same set predicate, the naı̈ve approach would scan
the tuples in Pack 5 twice.
To avoid repeated scanning of tuples, the Pack Index Access Path has to align pack addresses
and remove duplicates. Algorithm 3 shows the basic procedure. Given a set predicate,
the Pack Index Access Path determines the common pack size, essentially, the greatest
common divisor of the individual pack sizes of the queried values (line 2). Then it aligns
for all queried values the pack numbers returned by the Pack Index to the common pack
size (line 3–9). This can be done easily by forward translate the pack number with its
corresponding pack size and backward translate the resulting address with the common
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pack size (line 6). Unfortunately, the backwards translation returns only the address of the
ﬁrst pack with the common pack size. All following packs have to be added manually by
the algorithm (line 8). This is done by adding as much packs as common pack size would
ﬁt into the original pack size subtracted 1, because the ﬁrst pack number was created by
the backwards translation. After aligning the pack numbers, the Pack Index Access Path
merges the individual pack number lists into a single list. Thereby, it keeps the order of
the pack numbers and removes duplicates. All of which can be done efﬁciently with the
standard merge sort procedure (line 10). Finally, the Pack Index Access Path iterates the
merged list of aligned pack numbers (line 11), forward translates the pack numbers with
the common pack size, and scans the corresponding tuples (line 12).
Algorithm 3 Answering Set Predicates
1: procedure S ET P REDICATE Q UERY (V )
b V : set of queried values
2:
sc ← gcd(S(V ))
b greates common divider of all matching pack sizes
3:
for all v ∈ V do
b iterate queried values
4:
s ← S(v), Iv ← I(v)
5:
for all i ∈ Iv do
6:
i ← B(F(i, s), sc )
b align ﬁrst pack number
7:
Iv ← Iv ∪ i
8:
for all c ∈ [1, ssc − 1] do
b add following pack numbers
9:
Iv ← Iv ∪ (i + c)
10:
I ← merge all Iv
b merge sort pack numbers
11:
for all i ∈ I do
b iterate pack numbers
12:
SCAN(F(i, sc ), sc · l)
b scan pack

7 Evaluation
We conducted a series of experiments to evaluate the Pack Index concept. Speciﬁcally,
we examined the approaches impact on query runtime and memory consumption. Further,
we investigated the inﬂuence of query selectivity and data distribution. All experiments
were performed on a system equipped with an Intel i5 3450 3.1GHz CPU, 16GB of DDR3
1600MHz main memory, and Windows 7 x64 Professional as operating system.
For the experiments, we prototypically implemented all Pack Indexing components for an
in-memory column store. The column store uses directory compression, so that all columns
store ﬁxed-length directory keys. Read-optimized, a column is stored in one big block in
memory. The directory keys are integers running from 0 to n for n distinct values. Our
prototype uses bitmap indexes for the Pack Index. All bitmaps can be efﬁciently looked up
through a pointer array that uses the directory keys as array indexes. The Pack Size Table is
implemented analogously.
We used two datasets. The ﬁrst dataset is the well-known Netﬂix dataset of movie ratings.
We indexed the movie column. It contains 17,770 distinct movies for more than 100
million movie ratings which total at about 400 MB. The physical order of values remained
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unchanged. We used the ﬁrst dataset to investigate query runtime and index memory
consumption. The second dataset is synthetic and consists of a single column containing
100 million integer values. We generated multiple versions of the dataset with varying
number of distinct values and value distributions. In all versions of the second dataset, the
physical order of values is random with uniform distribution. The second dataset was used
to investigate the inﬂuence of query selectivity.
For all experiments, we used the same performance ratings which were measured once
before the experiments. For each experiment, we created a Pack Index for a given time
constraint using the Pack Index Conﬁgurator and the data distribution statistics were
determined from each dataset after the load.

7.1

Query Execution Times

First, we investigated the resulting query execution times when using a Pack Index conﬁgured for varying execution time constraints. We varied the execution time constraint from
12.5% to 100% of the runtime of a column scan. For each movie m in the Netﬂix dataset,
we measured the runtime of the point query SELECT movie FROM Netflix WHERE
movie = ’m’.
Figure 4 shows the results. When using the Pack Index Access Path, the query runtime
varies from movie to movie mainly because of the individual pack sizes conﬁgured for each
movie. The distribution of query runtimes is shown in the ﬁgure by the box plot. The ﬁgure
also shows the corresponding execution time constraint. As can be seen, the Pack Index
Access Path did not exceed the time constraint. The only exception is the constraint of
12.5% where the three most frequent movies are too frequent to be fetched within the given
constraint. Consequently, no index technique could push a query on these movies below
the constraint. For comparison, the ﬁgure also shows the runtimes of a full column scan.
Further, the results show a wide spread in the execution times when using the Pack Index
Access Path. Reason of this spread is the physical distribution of the values. The Pack
Index Conﬁgurator assumes physically uniformly distributed data. The movies in Netﬂix
dataset, though, are non-uniformly distributed; the ratings have chronological order and
a movie is most frequently rated when it hits the Netﬂix’ DVD racks. In consequence
of the non-uniform physical distribution of the Netﬂix data, the Pack Index Conﬁgurator
overestimates the number of packs. A smaller index without violating the execution time
constraint would be possible. However, this requires detailed knowledge about the physical
order of the tuples during index creation time and reduces the index’ robustness against
changes in the physical tuple order.

7.2

Memory Consumption

Second, we examined the memory consumption of the Pack Index conﬁgured for varying
execution time constraints. Again, we varied the execution time constraint from 12.5% to
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100% of the runtime of a column scan. We used (1) the Netﬂix dataset in its normal size
and (2) the Netﬂix dataset tripled in size. The tripled Netﬂix dataset is essentially three
concatenated copies of the original dataset. For each dataset and execution time constraint,
we measured the size of the Pack Index.
Figure 5 shows the results. As can be clearly seen, the size of the Pack Index decreases
with an increasing execution time constraint. This clearly illustrates the trade-off between
execution time and memory usage we wanted to achieve. The longer queries runtimes you
are willing to accept, the less memory you have to spend on indexing. Nevertheless, the
trade-off was not linear. To push all queries below 50% runtime of a full column scan, we
only had to spend 26 MB which is roughly 6% of the data size. A constraint 25% already
required an index as large as 29% of the data size.
The trade-off observations hold independently from the size dataset. As the ﬁgure also
shows, a larger dataset exhibits the same runtime–space trade-off. However, a larger dataset
requires a larger index. Provided that the logical and physical data distribution remains the
same, the index grows linearly with the data.

7.3

Selectivity of the Index

The wide spread in execution times in the ﬁrst experiment is caused by different query
selectivities. To analyze the selectivity’s impact on the time constraint, we created a
synthetic dataset with 100 million tuples and varied the selectivity. With physically and
logically randomly distributed data, the number of distinct values speciﬁes the selectivity
of an index. We investigated different selectivities in the range from 0.033 · 10−3 (30,000
distinct values) up to 0.166 · 10−3 (6,000 distinct values). These test were made for two
different time constraints, 2.5% and 5% of the column scan time. For each selectivity we
measured the average pack size.
Figure 6 shows the results. As you can see, with a higher selectivity, which means the
column holds more distinct values for the same total number of tuples, a bigger average
pack size is used. In contrast, a lower selectivity leads to smaller packs, which consume
more memory. Furthermore, Figure 6 illustrates the selectivity’s and time constraint’s
impact on the pack size. For an average pack size of 200 tuples per pack, the test with
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the 2.5% time constraint requires a selectivity of 0.05 · 10−3 where a system with 5%
only need a selectivity of 0.08 · 10−3 . In real-world scenarios point queries have different
selectivities, depending on the queried value. To maximize the memory savings and to
exploit the differences in selectivity, each value has to be aligned independently.
The results also show, for highly selective datasets the time constraint can be decreased
without fully indexing the data. For instance, the tests for a selectivity of 0.055 · 10−3 . The
5% time constraint had an average pack size of 600 tuples per pack whereas the other test
had a average pack size of 100. For both examples no fully index was required to meet the
given time constraint. However, the time constraint that can be achieved when using the
Pack Index strongly depends on the selectivity of the queries.

8 Related Work
The Pack Index is a novel indexing concept and independent of the index structure. However,
Pack Indexing is designed for main memory databases. Indexing structures suitable for
characteristics of main memory were developed in the past decade [CK96, KCS+ 10,
KSHL12]. Theses structures are highly optimized and speed up the MMDBMS by avoiding
cache misses. Combining Pack Indexing with such optimized structures leads to a win-win
situation. On the one hand the index structures beneﬁt from using Pack Indexing while
consuming less memory. On the other hand the capabilities of memory saving will be
exploited, if Pack Indexing is used in combination with a highly optimized index structure.
Pack Indexing aims at time-constrained query execution times, a recurring goal in database
research over the last decades. In [HOT89] a statistical method for aggregation queries is
presented. A similar approach is used in [OGDH95] for non-aggregation queries. Both
methods are based on statistical estimation and once the time for processing the query is
exceeded, the evaluation process will be interrupted. In [RSQ+ 08] the authors present a
system that constantly scans the partitions to answer queries. Thus, the system is able to
answer a query within a constant time. By constantly scanning partitions, the query can
never be answered faster than the scan execution time. Pack Indexing focuses on scenarios
in which a faster execution time is required. At the same time the indexes have to consume
as little memory as possible to meet the constraint.
Time-constrained systems are closely related to real-time systems, here real time database
systems (RTDBS). An overview of methods and techniques is given [KGm95]. RTDBS
deal with hard time constraints and are used in special domains such as monitoring. In
monitoring scenarios a high update or insert ratio is very important. In contrast, the Pack
Index is oriented towards read-intensive scenarios.
Partial Indexing is a useful approach to save memory and index maintenance costs, even
in main memory databases [Sto89, SS95]. A partial index only indexes a subset of tuples
which helps to keep the index small, but if an unindexed value is queried the execution
time increases to the scan time. Thus, to apply partial indexes detailed information about
the workload of the database system is required. Our approach also saves memory, but
not by leaving tuples unindexed. Additionally the Pack Index is independent of any query
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workload knowledge. Pack Indexing and partial indexing are complementary approaches.
A pack contains a subset of tuples of the table like a horizontal partition does. Partitioning
is well-known and all major database vendors introduced database design advisors, which
recommend index, views and partitioning conﬁgurations [ACK+ 04, ZRL+ 04, DDD+ 04].
In modern cloud systems partitioning is also used for scalability [AEAAD10]. In contrast to
partitioning, which is applied physically, packs do not split the data into physical fragments.

9 Conclusions
The amount of data processed and stored in main memory databases grows rapidly, but the
techniques of disc-centric database systems cannot transferred without further ado. In this
paper we proposed Pack Indexing, a technique that is suitable for row-oriented as well as
column-oriented storages. Pack Indexing builds on two ideas: (1) Indexing packs of records
instead of individual records and (2) Conﬁguring the size of the packs for each value in
the index individually depending on the value’s frequency. These techniques allow us to
control the granularity of an index to create a trade-off between execution time and memory
consumption.
We explained an implementation of Pack Indexing consisting of three components. The
Performance Rating component measures the system’s read performance. These results in
combination with the time constraint are used by the Pack Conﬁgurator to determine the
pack size for each value individually. Both, the Performance Rating and Pack Conﬁgurator
are used during setup time. At runtime, the Pack Index Access Path provides the actual
beneﬁt to the queries. Additionaly, we evaluated our prototypical implementation in several
experiments. Our tests showed the beneﬁt of Pack Indexing in memory consumption while
the system did not exceed the time constraint.
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